GENERAL NOTES:

1. THE 3’ BY 9’ FOOTPRINT CENTERED AROUND EACH BICYCLE RACK SHALL NOT ENCROACH ON ACCESSIBLE PEDESTRIAN ROUTER.

2. THERE SHALL BE A MINIMUM DISTANCE OF 4’ IN LINEAR INSTALLATIONS FROM THE CENTER OF BIKE RACK TO PHYSICAL OBSTRUCTION, SUCH AS BENCH, OR CURB.

3. THERE SHALL BE A MINIMUM DISTANCE OF 3’ IN PARALLEL INSTALLATIONS FROM THE CENTER OF BIKE RACK TO PHYSICAL OBSTRUCTION, SUCH AS BENCH, OR CURB.
GENERAL NOTES:

1. THE 3’ BY 9’ FOOTPRINT CENTERED AROUND EACH BICYCLE RACK SHALL NOT ENCROACH ON ACCESSIBLE PEDESTRIAN ROUTES.

2. THE WALLS MAY OR MAY NOT BE PRESENT ON BOTH SIDES OF BICYCLE RACK INSTALLATIONS. USE MINIMUM DISTANCES TO ANY PHYSICAL OBSTRUCTION OR CURB THAT MAY BE PRESENT.

OUTDOOR WALL BIKE RACK INSTALLATIONS
GENERAL NOTES:

1. THE 3’ BY 8’ FOOTPRINT CENTERED AROUND EACH BICYCLE RACK SHALL NOT OVERLAP OR ENCROACH ON THE ACCESSIBLE AISLE.

2. FOR INSTALLATIONS WITH AN ANGLE, THE ANGLE MAY VARY BUT MUST BE CONSISTENT SUCH THAT 3’ BY 8’ FOOTPRINTS DO NOT OVERLAP OR ENCROACH ON THE ACCESSIBLE AISLE.

3. FOR INSTALLATIONS WITH AN ANGLE BETWEEN 30 AND 80 DEGREES, CORNERS OF 3’ BY 8’ FOOTPRINTS MAY OVERLAP WALLS OR OTHER PHYSICAL OBSTRUCTIONS BY 6” AS INDICATED IN DRAWING.

4. IF OUTLETS ARE PROVIDED, THEN THEY SHOULD BE PLACED SUCH THAT CORDS CONNECTING TO BICYCLES WOULD NOT OBSTRUCT THE ACCESSIBLE AISLE.

INDOOR BIKE RACK INSTALLATIONS